Who We Are
We are a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting, cultivating and expressing an awakening of
harmony through tea. We believe that tea wisdom which has no connection to any financial motivation, good or bad, is very necessary in this modern world and therefore strive to build schools, centers
and other tea spaces in the true, ancient spirit of tea—leaves, water and wisdom shared without any
personal profit. There are several facets of what we do. Below are our main and current projects:

Global Tea Hut

Tea Sage Hut

Global Tea Hut is one of our main sources of
income, helping to support all of our projects.
Members around the world donate money and
then tea farmers, merchants or tea lovers donate
tea. We connect the two gift-givers. For a minimum donation of twenty dollars a month, members receive a special tea, a newsletter and a gift.
All the work involved is voluntary and the tea
is donated, keeping expenses to a minimum. We
have found that this Global Tea Hut connects tea
lovers around the world, and that if you share in
the tea with a desire to connect, you will clearly
feel the community in the bowl. In joining Global Tea Hut, you can help support all our projects,
drink a unique living tea each month, be a part
of this community, read about the teas, this tradition and a life of tea and stay connected to our
energy and activities here and abroad. For more
information visit: www.globalteahut.org

This is our current center, located in Miao
Li, Taiwan. Each year, we host over one hundred visitors from all around the world. At the
Tea Sage Hut, guests come and drink tea, eat vegetarian food and have a bed should they need it.
We have weekly tea classes and daily meditation
sessions each morning and evening. We also help
coordinate travel around Taiwan and put guests
in touch with tea farmers, tea and teaware shops
and events. All instruction, room and board, and
hugs are free. We operate on a donation basis,
and guests are free to leave as much or as little as
they like for future guests, knowing that their visit
was supported by past guests and hoping to pay
the experience forward. For more information
visit: www.teasagehut.org

The Leaf

Light Meets Life

Our free, online magazine about tea hasn’t
had a new issue in over a year, but it will be
restarted very soon with an all-new ninth issue. The Leaf focuses more on tea information, differentiating it from these more
casual/personal GTH newsletters. It is currently
electronic only, though we offer free hard copies
to the visually impaired. For more information
visit: www.the-leaf.org

In December, we were donated three acres of
gorgeous land in the mountains of Da Hu,
Taiwan. The land has a waterfall, sakura trees,
cliffs, views and abundant verdure. Light Meets
Life will be the name of our future, expanded
center. It will be a great place to learn about
and drink tea as well as to meditate. We plan to
have an ecological, organic tea garden for educational purposes and a communal farm to grow
our own food. Our new center will be run on
similar principals to that of the Tea Sage Hut,
only on a larger scale. For more information
visit the Global Tea Hut website and click on
the ‘Our Center’ link at the top of the page.

